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EQUITY IN EXCHANGE ECONOMIES 

William Thomson 

We propose here a new concept of equity for economic environments 

and study the existence of equitable allocations. 

A number of equity concepts hsve recently been proposed on the basis 

of which normative evaluations of allocations can be perfoDned. Equity 

concepts for trades have also been studied. 

If the initial allocation favors certain agents, this fact will in 

general be reflected in the allocations obtained through an equitable 

trade. Taking the Walrasian mechanism as an example, it is sometimes argued 

that its rules are fair (i.e., that it generates equicable trades) and 

that any inequity observed in Walrasian allocations should be attributed 

to the initial position. But how is one to judge the equity of the initial 

position? 

The answer we propose here simply consists in permuting the initial 

bundles among the agents and in checking how this operation affects the 

final allocation obtained through an equitable mechanism. The central 

-eoncept in our analysis is therefore that of an equitable mechanism, and 

an allocation is declared equitable relative to that mechanism if. it is 

invariant under permutations of the initial bundles. 

There are in fact several ways of fODnulating definitions in that 

spirit. Various alternatives are proposed and their logical relationships 

established. Finally the existence of allocations satisfying these 

definitions for several examples of equitable mechanisms is examined. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section" I is devoted to a 

descril'tion of the class of economies with which the analysis is con-

cerned" .Section 2 motivates the approach followed here. Section 3 spells 
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out our first definitions of equity and auplies these definitions to a 

number of well-known examples of mechanisms. Section 4 proposes several 

weakenings of the definitions. Section 5 develops yet another formulation 

based ~n somewhat different considerations, and examines the application 

of this formulation to the same list of examples as in Section 3. The 

definitions and the results are gathered and summarized in Section 6. 

The appendix develops certain peripheral issues. 

1. Preliminaries 

Let e be the class of (exchange) economies with t commodities, 

n agents and aggregate endowment O. Agent i, indexed by the subscript 

i, is characterized for all i by his consumption set Z., taken to be 
1. 

t R+, and a von Neumann - Morgernstern utility function u. : Z. - R. 
1. 1. 

a point in A typical element e of e is therefore a list 

JI 
An economy in an initial position- is a pair (e, w) 

where e is an element of e and ill represents a distribution of the 

aggregate endowment 0 of e i.e. , ill 

:qt 

belongs to R
tn 
+ and satisfies 

Z ill. = Q 
1. 

e' is the class of such pairs. Agent i's consumption is 

denoted z. 
l. 

is 

Most of the paper is concerned with e and various subclasses of e. 
-However, we will on occasions consider the class e of transferable utility 

(exchange) economies with t commodities, n agents and aggregate endow-

ment f\ 
.:.1. • There, agent i is characterized for all i by his consumption 

1-1 set Z. , taken to be R R-' and a utility function u. : Z. -R 
l. x + ' l. l. 

separable additive and linear in the first ,commodity. 
-, e is defined from 

f!- as e' was defined from ~ . Agent i's consump tion is denoted 

z. = (x. , y i) , where x .. is his consumption of the first connnodi ty 
l. l. l. 
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(unrestricted in sign), and y i is his consumption of the last t - 1 

cOIIDIlodities. The assumptions made on u. 
~ 

can be reformulated as follows: 

there exists a function such that for all in 

Z. u.(z.) = x. + v.(y.) . 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

The i th agent I s preference relation (the relation "represented" 

[ 8 J) u. ) 
3/ 

(Debreu by his utility function is denoted >-
~ i 

The preference rela tion ~ is monotonic if for all 
, 

in Z. zi' z i i ~ 

> 
, , 

z. Z. := Z. >-
Z i ' ~ ~ ~ i 

and strictly monotonic if for all 
, 

in Zi ' zi' z. 
.~ 

~ 
, 

z~ z. Z. := Z. >. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

The preference relation >-. is if for all 
, 

in Z. and convex z . , z 
i 

for 

and 

z. 
~ 

~ ~ ~ 

all , in CO, 1] A 

>-i z ~ := A z. + (1 ) , >- , 
z. - A zi -i z. 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

strictly convex if for all zi' z~ in Z. , and for all A in JO, 
~ ~ 

z.l=z~ 
~ ~ 

and z. >-; z.' = A z. + (1 - A) z.' >-. z.' 
~ ... ~ ~ ~~~ 

The preference relation satisfies local ncn-satiation if for all 

in Z. 
~ 

and for all neighborhoods B 

:Ez.'eB("\Z. 
~ ~ 

S. t. 

of 

Given e in e or e, a feasible allocation for e is a list 

x Z such that rz. =;l. The set of 
n ~ 

feasible allocations for e is denoted Z(e). A feasible allocation for 

e is Pareto-efficient for e if there does not exist another allocation 

z' 'in Z(e) such that for all i, z. >-. z.' , with strict preference for 
~ -~ ~ 

l[ 

a t least one i The set of Pareto-efficient allocations for e is denoted 
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pee) The sets of feasible allocations and Pareto-efficient allocations 

for (e, (1,) where e is. in e or € are similarly defined and also denoted 

Z(e) and pee) respectively (by a slight abuse of notation). 

Finally, we in~roduce the equity concept that plays the central rolG 

in the current literature on the topic. 

Definition F: z in Z(e) is an envy-free allocation for e if 

ifi,j, 

See Appendix 1 for bibliographical details. The set of envy-free 

allocations for e is denoted F(e), and the set of envy-free and Pareto-

efficient allocations for e is denoted FP(e). 

n is the class of pennutations of order n. 
n 

2. Equitable allocations and equitable trades 

In this section, we observe that nonnative requirements of equity and 

fairness may be imposed on allocations (2-1), on trades (2-2), or on 

both, and we pose the question whether choices of equity criteria for 

allocations and trades can be made independently or whether certain con-

sistency requirements should be satisfied in their selection. After s 

pt"elimins"y discuss:on of this problem (items (i) and (ii) of (2-3», 

we point out that it may be conceptually necessary to differentiate between 

equity criteria for initial allocations and for final allocations, and to 

rephrase our original question accordingly. We then present several natural 

ways of establishing links between the three families of criteria (items 

(iii), (iv), (v) of (2-3), and introduce the approach followed in this 

paper, which consists in taking as a primary concept the criterion of 

equity on trades, and deriving from it equity criteria for initial allocations 
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and for final allocations. Various such derivation procedures are defined 

and further motivated in Section 3. 

2-1. A number of equity criteria for allocations have been recently 

defined and studied by Foley [lOJ, Schmeidler and Yaari [25J, Kolm [15J, 

Pazner and Schmeidler [19], [20J, Varian [30J, [31J, [32J, Feldman and 

Kirman [9J, Daniel [7J, Pazner [18J, and Goldman and Sussangkarn r13J. 

They are formally stated in Appendix 1. 

2-2. Equity criteria can also be formulated for choice correspondences. 

A choice correspondence eCC) associates to each economy in an initial 

position a set of allocations feasible for that economy, among which a 

final choice will eventually be made: 

Definition: A choice correspondence cp defined on e' (or e') is a 

mapping from (or e:') into z such that 

'If (e, w) e e' (0 r ~'), cp (e, w) C Z (e) 

It is natural to demand of a CC that it satisfy certain fairness 

conditions. Much attention has been devoted to defining and analyzing 

such conditions in bargaining theory and in game theory. The symmetry 

axiom entering the definitions of the Nash solution and of the Shapley-

value reflects this normative concern. 

The weakest requirement in that spirit is perhaps the requirement 

of anonymity, a CC being said to be anonymous if its specification does 

not single anyone out for special consideration. 

the class of permutations of order n, we have: 

Remembering that n is 
n 

Definition: A choice correspondence :P defined on e' (or e ') is 

. 'ff 11 «Z )n " );n p' (or ';') anonymous ~ or a i' u i i=l' ", w ..., c, and for 

all IT in n , 
n 

Ii ,UJ) • 
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For an anonymous CC, the names of the agents do not matter. Most 

of the CC' s encountered in economies have this property (Wa lrasian CC 

core CC, Shapley-value CC .... ). An example of a non-anonymous CC is 

the dictatorial (or lexicographically dictatorial) CC. 

Note. In what follows, we will indifferently speak of the equity of 

a choice correspondence or of the trades that it generates. 

2-3. We now ask whether equity criteria for allocations and choice 

correspondences can be chosen independently or whether their selection 

should satisfy certain consistency requirements. In each of the para-

graphs (i) - (v) below, a particular approach to this question is discussed, 

each of them being symbolically represented by one line of Table 1. 

(i) First, we discuss a difficulty that arises if equity criteria 

for allocations and choice correspondences are adopted independently. 

Let a and T be these criteria, and assume for example that 

the a-equitable allocations are the envy-free allocations and that the 
41 

T-equitable trades are the Nash-solution trades.- Since an equitable trade 

should presumably not "decrease" the equity of the distribution of the 

resources, it is somewhat disturbing that there exist economies admitting 

of equitable allocations from which an equitable trade leads to an 

allocation which is not equitable. The existence of such economies follows 

from a result due to Goldman and Sussangkarn [13J. 

(ii) In response to the above problem, the argument can be made that 

the pair (-, a) it involves is not a "natural" pair and that whichever 

equity criterion is used for trades should be somehow derived from the 

equity criterion used for allocations. Such a derivation seems indeed 

possible from the concept of an envy-free allocation, leading to the 

concept of an envy-free trade, originally introduced by Schmeidler and 

Vind [24], and defined as follows: 
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Definition: t in RJ",n is an envy-free trade for (e , til) if 

(a) z == til + t E Z (e) 

(b) Vi, j , it is not the case that til. + t. >. w. + t. 
~ J ~ ~ ~ 

Similarly, an equity criterion for trades can be associated to each 

of the equity criteria for allocations that have been proposed in the 

literature so far. (This is done in Appendix 4.) 

Such derivation will however not resolve our problems, as revealed 

by an example, provided by Feldman and Kirman [9J, of an economy where 

an envy-free trade from an envy-free allocation leads to an allocation 

with envy. 

There may be other difficulties. Goldman and Sussangkarn [13J showed 

that there usually exist nonefficient and envy-free allocations that are 

Pareto-dominated by no envy-free allocation, precluding the existence of 

Pareto-improving trades (envy-free or not) that would lead to an envy-free 

and efficient allocation. 

In our context, this difficulty may not be as serious as the previous 

one. The requirement on a trade that it be Pareto-improving is of interest 

mainly if individuals have a right to their initial endowments, as it 

increases the likelihood of their willing participation in the exchange. 

No such rights are here acknowledged. (On the other hand, this result 

suggests that it may be delicate to devise dynamic procedures leading to 

efficient and envy-free allocations.) 

Perhaps more seriously, there exist economies with envy-free allocations 

from which no envy-free and efficient allocations can be reached through 

an envy-free trade (Thomson [29J). 
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How general are these phenomena? Do they extend to the other 

pairs of equity concepts as constructed in Append"ix 4? An answer to 

these questions would go beyond the limits of this paper, and instead we 

will follow a different route: 

First we remark that it may be illegitimate to use the same 

criteria to evaluate the equity of initial and final allDcations. After 

all, initial allocations do not matter as such but only to the extent 

that they affect the final allocations. What makes it tempting to use 

the same criteria is of course the fact that in our context initial 

and final allocations happen to belong to the same mathematical space. 

That there is no necessity of doing so is perhaps brought out by con-

sidering the particular case of a production economy in which the initial 

position would be given by a distribution of factors of production, not 

susceptible of being directly consumed, and the final position by an allo-

cation of the commodities made possible by the transformation of these 

factors of production through some production process. In such circum-

stances, it would clearly not be possible to use the same equity criteria 

for initial and final allocations. 

Three equity criteria could then and maybe should be simultaneously 

used, and for initial and final allocations, and 'i for choice 

correspondences, and the question we asked earlier about pairs ('i, a) 

should now be asked about triples (ai' 'i, a
f

) . 

(iii) The independent choice of these criteria will clearly lead to 

conceptual problems since this permits in particular selecting a
i 

= af 

which, as already observed in (1), does create such problems. 

(-iv) An alternative approach consists in first selecting a pair 

and then declaring an initial allocation a" - equitable if some 
~ 
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T - equitable trade, (or perhaps all T - equitable trades) would lead 

from it to an Ci
f 

- equitable allocation. Although such an approach is 

formally consistent, it may not be operationally very useful, since a 

characteriza tion of the Ci
f 

- equi table final a lloca tions is a necessary 

prior step to a characterization of the Ci. - equitable initial allocations, 
1. 

information of little value if one's ultimate interest is in the equity 

of the final allocation. 

(v) The opposite operation could be performed: after the selection 

of a pair (ai' T), one would declare a final allocation Ci
f 

- equitable 

if it were obtained from an Ci. - equitable allocation via a T - equitable 
1. 

trade. For instance, if the equal bundle allocation is accepted as an 

equitable initial allocation, and the Walrasian CC as generating equitable 

trades, then any Walrasian allocation from the equal bundle allocation could 

be considered as an equitable final allocation. 

(vi) Finally, we come to the approach followed here. We will take 

the equity concept on trades as our central concept and formulate derived 

equity concepts for initial and final allocations. This approach is further 

developed and motivated in the next section. 

Choice 
Correspondence Allocation 

Initial 
Allocation 

Ct. 
1. 

T 

Choice 
Correspondence 

T 

T 

Table I 

Final 
Allocation 

Described 
in Item 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 
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( 

The central idea is the folluwing: first, the choice is made 

of an equity criterion for trades, embodied in a choice correspondence 

cp. Then each agent is asked to evaluate the final allocations attainable 

through the operation of cP from the various permutations of the initial 

bundles. In definition Bl proposed below, a final allocation will 

be said to be an equitable final allocation if no permutation would be 

advantageous to some individual, in the sense that all the allocations 

to which ~ would lead from there would be strictly preferred by him 

to the final allocation under consideration; at the same time, the 

initial allocation will be declared an equitable initial allocation. 

Because cP may and will in general be multi valued, there are 

in fact other ways (alternative to Bl) of formulating conditions in that 

spirit, and we will offer several definitions. Instead of attempting to 

find names for all of these, we will denote them by letter-number 

combinations followed by a symbol representing the performance correspondence 

under consideration; finally, we will use the term "acceptability" to avoid 

confusion with the terminologies of some other papers. For example, an 

allocation will be said to be "Bl - CD - acceptable" or "acceptable relative 

to the choice correspondence CD according to definition BI", 

Note that in the approach followed here, equity (or 

acceptability) criteria are first formulated about ordered pairs of an 

initial and a final allocation. We will therefore start by defining 

acceptable configurations (i.e., pairs of this kind). In the rest of 

the paper, we will however' concentrate exclusively on the formulation 

of acceptability criteria for final allocations; one should keep in mind 
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though that a parallel derivation of acceptability criteria for con-

figurations and for initial allocations could also be performed. 

In the following definitions, ~ is an anonymous choice correspondence, 

and is the g~neric element of (or e ') . 

Definition bl: A pair (w, z) in Z (e) X Z (e) is a bl - CO - acceptable 

configuration for e if 

(a) z E wee, (J.)) 

(b) "1 n E nn' "1i , 3: Z' E q; (e, n C (J.))) wi th z > z' 
-1 

Note that if (w, z) is a bl - cp - acceptable configuration for e, 

so is (n(w), z) for all - in n 
n 

From this definition can be derived two concepts of cp - acceptability 

for allocations. 

Definition Bl: z in Z(e) is a Bl - cv - acceptable allocation for e 

if there exists (J.) in Zee) such that the pair Cw, z) is a bl - cp-

accep tab le configura tion for e. 

A stronger definition can be obtained from definition Bl by taking 

the permutations of z itself as initial endowments. 

Definition B2: z in Z (e) is a B2 -!D - acceptable allocation for e, 

if the pair (z, z) is a bl - CO - acceptable configuration for e. 

This last definition can be seen as an extension of the concept of 

opportunity fairness proposed by Varian [32] (see appendix 1 for a formal 
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definition). A presentation of Varian's argument is therefore offered and 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

Let e be a two-commodity, two-person economy with convex, monotonic 

and differentiable preferences; let Z = (zl' z2) be an interior allocation 

in F pee) and p be efficiency prices supporting z. Finally, assume 

that p zl > p z2 • 

Figure 1 

Varian observes that, although agent 2 would not want to swap bundles 

with agent 1 if he had to consume agent l's bundle, he would favor the 

swap if subsequently given the opportunity to trade at prices p. Then, 

he could reach consumptions like zi. that he prefers to z2: agent 2 

does not envy agent 1 but he envies his trading opportunities. Varian 

- defines an opportunity-fair efficient allocation as an allocation where 

each agent prefers his bundle to any bundle in anyone else's budget set 

as determined via the efficiency prices associated with the allocation. 

One should note however that if the competitive mechanism were actually 

operated from (z2' zl)' p would in general not remain equilibrium 

prices, and that at the new competitive equilibrium (p, z"), agent 2 

could in fact be worse off than at z, and not benefit from the swap. 

This possibility is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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If one postulates a commitment of society to efficiency along 

with an agreement on the competitive mechanism as providing equitable 

resolutions of inefficiencies, the comparison of with by agent 

2 can therefore be considered irrelevant, ,.;hile the comparison between 

and z " revea 1s tha t he ha s been trea ted fa i r 1y . 
2. 

One can go 0ne step further since the rules of exchage have no reason 

to be the Walrasian rules: their specification is also part of the normative 

choices made by society. After society's adoption of some choice corre-

spondence l' :3S providing equitable resolutions of inefficiencies, an 

efficient allocation z would be declared equitable on the basis of 

comparisons of z with the allocations to which ~ would lead from 

Finally, although most of the examples of ee's studied later happen 

to select Pareto-efficient outcomes, this property is not necessary for the 

present argument, which leads us to definition B2, as stated above. 

We now prop0se several variants of definitions Bl and B2. 

First, we consider the stronger form taken by Bl when it is required 

that it be to the ~ allocation z' that the conclusion applies for 

a 11 agents. 

Definition Bl*: z in Z (e) is a Bl* CD - acceptable a110ca tion for e 

if there exists (.\) in Z(e) s. t. 

(a) z Ecp (e, (.\)) 

(b) ""'fiT En , 3:z'E~ (e, iT «(.\)) ) s. t. 1i , 
, 

z ;:: . z 
n 1. 

Next, we observe that if 'P selects Pareto-efficient outcomes, the 

statement [Vi, z ~ . z'j is equivalent to the statement [~ii, z -. z'J 
1. 1. 

and we identify a ?roperty, satisfied by a large number of ce IS, that 

will p~rmit to considerably simplify the statements of our definitions: 
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Property P. ~ satisfies Property P if 

'ifz, Z'E Z(e), [z E~(e, uD and 'ifi, z -i z'l == z'E~(e, w) 

If ~ selects Pareto-efficient outcomes and satisfies Property P, 

then Bl* takes the form: 

Definition Bl *: z in Z(e) is a * Bl - cp-- acceptable allocation for e 

if there exists w in Z(e) S.t. 

where (a) has been eliminated since it is implied by the new form of (b) 

as written above when n is the identity. We also get: 

Definition B2*: z in Z(e) is a * B2 - CO - acceptable allocation for 

if it is a * Bl - ~ - acceptable allocation for e with w = z . 

Next we propose to strengthen Bl by requiring that the conclusion 

applies to all (and not just to some) z' in q'l (e, n(z)) 

Definition B3: z in Z (e) is a B3 - Cf' - acceptable allocation for e 

if there exists w in Z(e) S.t. 

(a) z E cp (e, w) 

(b) 'ifnEnn, Vi, 1fz'e~(e, n(w)) , z ~i z' 

If cp selects Pareto-optimal outcomes and satisfies Property P, this 

can be written as 

Definition B3*: z in Z(e) is a B3* - CD - acceptable allocation for e 

if there exists w in Z(e) S.t. 

where 

\in en , ~(e, n(w») = c(e, z) 
n 

c(e, z) = [z' eZ(e) In, z' -i z} 

e 
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And finally, we derive 

Definition B4 *; Z in Z (e) is a B4* - cp - acceptable allocation for e 

if Z is a 7' B3 - CO - acceptable allocation for e with w = Z . 

In the next subsection, we examine the existence of cp - acceptable 

allocations according to definition BZ* for a number of , cp IS. The 

existence of allocations according to the definitions Bl*, B3* and B4* 

will be discussed later. All of the results are presented in summary form 

in Section 6. 

Note. The set of allocations satisfying acceptability definition D 

relative to ep for the economy e is denoted 

3~2. Applications 

In this subsection, we study several examples of ee's and investi

* gate the existence of BZ - acceptable allocations relative to them. These 

examples fall into two classes. The ee I s of the first class (examples 

(a) - (c» are ordinally defined while those of the second class (examples 

(e) - (h» rely on the existence of von Neumann - Morgernstern utility functions. 

First, we present some results of general interest: 

Proposition 1: If ep and ep' are such that ep'(e, w) is always a sub-

set of epee, w) , then BZ* , (e) 
cp 

is a subset of BZ* (e) 
ep 

Proof: We have: 

ZEBZ*,(e):=ifTTEr ,zEcp'(e,TT(z»:="ifTTe:l ,zEco(e,TT(z»=ZEBZ"" (e), 
cp n n CO 

where the first and third implications follow from the definitions 

of 
*, .. to. BZ - co - and BZ" - ep - acceptabili ty, and the second one from 

the hypothesis. 

Q.E.D. 
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Proposition 2 : Let r be the CC associating to each (e, 00) the set 

of allocations in Z(e) that are individually-rational from w. Then 

* B2r (e) is the set of envy-free allocations for e, F(e). 

Proof: Let Z e * B2r (e) be given. Let also i and j be arbitrary agents. 

By definition, for all nen ,z 
n 

is individually-rational from n(Z) 

so in particular for 
o 

'!'T such that 
o 

n i (z) = Z j' we have z. ~.n~(z) '"' zJ' 
1. 1. 1 

As the argument applies for all i, j, it follows that z e F(e). 

Conversely, let Z e F(e) and n E rl be given. Since for all 
n 

i, j, zi ~iZj' in particular for all i, Z. >-. n. (z) , which 
1. 1. 1. 

implies that Z e I(n(z)). Since the argument applies for all n 

en, it follows that 
n 

* Z E B2I (e) . 

Q.E.D. 

Since all (except (d) of the forthcoming examples of CC's select 

individually rational outcomes, it follows from Propositions 1 and 2 

that their B2* - acceptable allocations will be envy free. 

(a) W, the Walrasian CC 

Proposition 3: Let W be the Walrasian CC. Then z e Z(e) belongs to 

* B2w(e) if and only if z is a Walrasian allocation from the equal bundle 

a Hoca tion w = (O/n, ... , o/n) 

Proof: (i) Let z e Z(e) nw (e,:O) be given, and p be associated equilibrium 

prices. Then, for all i, P z. ~ p o.ln, which by addition 
1. 

yields p z: zi ~ po.. Since z e Z(e), ? zi = 0., and there-

fore for all i, 

statement 

p z. = p o.ln . 
1. 

In conjunction with the 

"1i , ifz ~ e[z ~ e Z.I P z ~ ~ p o./n} , z. ~. z: 
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1 1. 

expressing tha t Z. 
1. 

is maximal in agent i 's budget set, 
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we obtain 

Wi t j if Z ~ F. [z.' e z. I p z.' ~ p zJ' }, z. ~. z.' 
. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1 1. 

This, along with >'Z.=o .- 1. 
imp lies tha t for a 11 iT ell, 

n 

(p, z) is a Walrasian equilibril.nn for (e, iT(z» and 

consequently that 

Conversely, let 

2* ( ) Z EB cp,e 

Z eB2* (e) 
cp 

o 

be given, and let 
o 

iT 

be defined by: iT.(z) 
1. 

l.'f . o( ) = zi+l 1. < n, iTn Z = zl 

* Since Z eB2 (e), Z is a Walrasian allocation from iTo(z) , 
cp 

which implies the existence of some prices 
o 

p such that 

ifi , if Z ~ e f z : e Z. I p z ~ ~ p
O 

iT ~ (z) } 
1. - 1. 1. 1. 1. 

Z. ~. Z ~ 
1. 1. 1. 

000 0 
p Z 1 :§ P z 2' P Z 2 :§ P Z 3' ••• , 

o 0 
p zn:§ p zl which Then 

yields By addition, it follows 

and since 

for all i, 
o 0 0 

P TT. (z) = p O/n and therefore, 
1. 

L:Z. = 0, 
1. 

which means that o 
(p ,z) is a Walrasian equilibrium for 

(e, ~) • 

Q.E.D. 

(b) IP, the CC selecting the set of individually

rational and Pareto-optimal allocations 

Proposition 4: Let IP be the CC associating to each (e, 1.0) the set. 

of individually-rational from wand Pareto-efficient allocations. Then 

zeZ(e) belongs to B2;p(e) if and only if Z belongs to the set of envy-

free and Pareto-efficient allocations for e, FP(e). 

Proof: It is a straightforward extension of the proof of PropOSition 2. 
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Remark 1: The Walrasian CC is trivially individually-rational. If 

preferences are locally nonsatiated, Walrasian allocations are Pareto-

efficient. By Proposition 1, we can therefore conclude that under such 

an assumption, B~(e) C B2;p(e) 

(c) C, the core CC 

In the two-person case, C coincides with IP, and the above 

result applies. Otherwise, we have 

Proposition 5 : Let C be the core CC, and assume that preferences 

are locally nonsatiated. * Then B2
C

(e) is a superset of W (e, ~) . 

Under these assumptions, C(e, w) is always a superset of Wee, w). 

(standard argument). The result follows from Propositions 1 and 3. 

Remark 2: An application of Proposition 1 also permits to conclude 

that 

(d) T, the CC selecting the set of allocations 

attainable via an envy-free trade Pareto

undominated by any other envy-free trade 

(See Section 1 for the definition of an envy-free trade.) 

Lemma 1: If for all i, u. is continuous, T(e, w) is nonempty. 
~ 

Proof: First, we note that t = 0 is always an envy-free trade. The 

existence of maximal (i.e., Pareto-undominated) elements in 

the set of envy-free trades follows from continuity of preferences. 

Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2: If Z E Z (e) is a competitive allocation for (e, (j), then 

z i. s in T (e, ttl) 
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Proof: If Z E W (e, (0), there exis ts p such tha t 

Vi , V Z ~ e C z: e Z . I p z: ~ p w} , 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

z. ~. z: 
~ ~ ~ 

Since z aZ (e) , we can conclude as in Proposition 3 that for all i, 

P zi = P wi' and therefore for all i, pt. =: p (z. - 00.) = 0 . 
~ ~ ~ 

This implies that fo r all i, j , pew. + t.) = P 00; and therefore 
1 J .. 

the bundle w. + t. is affordab le by agent i. Because 
~ J 

zi = w. + t. is maximal in agent i's budget set, it is not 
~ ~ 

the case that agent i would strictly prefer agent j's trade 

t. to his own trade t. 
J ~ 

Q.E.D. 

* Proposi tion 6: Assume tha t for all i, u
i 

is continuous. Then B2T (e) 

is a superset of W(e,~) fl Z(e) . 

It follows from Proposition 1 and Lemma 2. 

Proposition 7 Assume that n > 2 . Th 11 " B2*T' (e) en any a ocat~on ~n is 

envy- free. 

Proof: Let * Z E B2
T

(e) be given, i and j be arbitrary agents and rr 

be the permutation 4 n exchanging i and j , and only them. 
n 

The net trade leading from rr(z) back to z has a zero component 

eve ry agent k different from i and j Since z E B2; (e) , it 

is not the case that 

Zj + zk - zk >i Zj + zi - Zj 

a statement expressing the fact that agent i, whose initial 

for 

position is z. , prefers agent k's net trade (agent k starts at 
J 

zk and ends up at zk) , to his own trade z. - Z. , which leads 
~ J 

him back to z . . Since z E Z (e) and the operation can be performed 
~ 

for all i and j , this yields 

Vi , j , 

which is the definition cf an envy~free allocation. 

Q.E.D. 
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* Remark 3: In the two-person case, an explicit characterization of B2
T

(e) 

* can be given. Simple examples can be found for which B2
T

(e) ~ F(e). 

(e) N, the Nash bargaining solution 

First, we define this solution concept and show how it is traditionally 

applied to the problem of allocating economic resources. Then, we prove the 

* nonemptiness of the set of B2 - acceptable allocations relative to it in 

the case of two agents. 

An n-person bargaining problem is a pair (S, d) where S is 

a compact and convex subset of Rn representing the utility levels measured 

in von Neumann - Morgernstern utility scales, attainable by the n agents 

through some joint action; and d is a point of S, strictly dominated 

by some other point of S d, the disagreement pOint, is the outcome 

that would achieve if the agents failed to reach a compromise. A bargaining 

solution associates to every bargaining problem (S, d) a unique point of 

S interpreted as the compromise reached by the agents. Nash's bargaining 

solution [17J selects the point where the "Nash product" n . (u. - d.) is 
1. 1. 1. 

maximized in u over [u e S I u ~ d} 

Because of its appealing properties (it selects Pareto-efficient 

outcomes and is invariant under linear transformation of utilities; more 

importantly here, it satisfies a symmetry axiom), this concept is often 

suggested as a solution to the economic problem of dividing among n agents 

the gains they can achieve by trading. In such an application, S is the 

set of utility vectors attainable through arbitrary redistribution of all 

the resources available to the agents, assumed to be able to freely dispose 

of what they receive. We therefore introduce the notation: 

+ Z (e) = [z e Z I r z i ~. O} 

and write + S = u (Z (e)) • When agents are entitled to their initial en-' 

dowments (l), it is natural to take d as the image under u of (l). 
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The following lemma tells us when the pair (S, d) so obtained is a well-

defined bargaining problem. (See Figure 2.) 

I 

Lemma 3 

(a) 

Figure 2 

S = 
+ u(Z (e) 

d =r u«(I)) 

t*=u(z*) 

(b) 

If (I) is not Pareto-efficient for e, and for each i, u. 
lo 

is (i) continuous, (ii) strictly monotonic, and (iii) concave, then 

(u(Z+(e)), u«(I))) is a well-defined barsaining problem. 

Proof: Z+(e) . loS a compact set. Its image under the continuous function 

u (assumption (i)) is also compact. The convexity of + u(Z (e)) 

under assumption (iii) is proved in Chipman and Moore [3] (lemma 

5, p. 24). 

The proof that if (I) is not Pareto-efficient for e, d = u«(I)) 

is strictly dom~nated by some other point of 
51 

standard. -

+ u(Z (e)) is 

Remark 4: As in the next lemmas, where continuity and monotonicity 

assumptions will be made, we normalize 

u(Z+(e)) becomes a subset of ~ 

u. 
lo 

by setting 

Since we want to allow for the case when (I) is Pareto-efficient, 

we will define an extended bargaining problem as a pair (S, d) where S 

and d are as defined above except for the requirement that d be strictly 
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dominated by a point of S. We then trivially extend the Nash bargaining 

solution by selecting d as the solution outcome if d is Pareto-efficient. 

This extended Nash bargaining solution will be denoted n(.) . 

Finally, we define the Nash CC, that we denote N, by associating to 

each (e, w) satisfying the assumptions stated in lemma 3 the allocations 

in Z(e) whose image under u is the extended Nash solution outcome n(S, d) 

for the extended bargaining problem + (S, d) = (u(Z (e», u(w». 

Proposition 8: Let n = 2 . Assume that for i = 1, 2, is (i) 

continuous, (ii) strictly monotonic, and (iii) concave. * Then B2N (e) is 

nonempty • 

Proof: (a) A heuristic argument is given here and illustrated in Figure 3. 

The complete proof relies on the Kakutani fixed point theorem 

and except for one step, follows the proof of Proposition 8 ' 

of Section 5, which concerns a different concept of 

acceptability, in the n-person case. We refer the reader 

to that proof where the special step is also treated in detail. 

z2 
r--------------===~ e) 

I 
1 1 

t =u(z ) 

/ 
/ 

2 2 
t =u(z ) 

z (a) (b) 
Figure 3 

(b) For simplicity, preferences are assumed to be strictly convex. 

The Pareto set is the curvilinear segment zl, z2, whose image 
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in the utility space is the curvilinear segment tl, t 2 
Given 

each t in u (P (e)), we identify the unique a lloca tion z (t) 

in pee) such that u(z) = t, determine its syrmnetric 

s(z(t)) = (z2(t), zl (t)) with respect to the center of the 

Edgeworth box, the image under u of s(z(t)) being then 

taken as disagreement point. 

(c) Then the extended Nash solution outcome for the extended 

bargaining problem + (u(Z (e)), u(s(z(t))) is determined. 

Let f(t) denote this outcome. 

(d) It is shown in Proposition 8' that f is continuous. Also 

f(t l ) = t 2 and f(t2) = tl. By the intermediate value 

theorem, the re exis t t such tha t f (t) = t. The inve rse 

image of t under u is a desired allocation. 

Q.E.D. 

(f) R, the Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky solution 

This two-person bargaining solution was proposed by Raiffa [11J, 

and given an axiomatic characterization by Kalai and Smorodinsky r141, a 

similar argument appearing in Rosenthal r22]. In order to define it we 

introduce for each two-person bargaining problem (S, d), the point v(S, d) 

of coordinates vi (S, d) = max (ui I u E S; u ~ d1 for i = 1, 2 The 

solution outcome is then given by the unique intersection of the segment 

connec ting d and u(S, d) with the boundary of S. The point so obtained 

is Pareto-efficient. 

The generalization o,f this geometric operation to the n-person case 

is shown by Roth C23] to be incompatible with Pareto-efficiency. However, 

in the economic applications discussed here, where Sand d are defined 
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as in example (e), it happens to yield Pareto-efficient outcomes; moreover, 

this result holds even if the requirement of convexity on S is d~opped. 

+ 
This is formalized by the following lemma, where S = u(Z (e). Given some 

compact set S, and some point d in S, let v(S, d) be the point of 

coordinates vi (S, d) = max [uilu eS; u ~ d} for all i. 

Lemma 4: If U) is not Pareto-efficient for e, and for all i, u. is 
1. 

(i) continuous and (ii) strictly monotonic, then the segment connecting 

d with the point V(S, d) intersects the Pareto-efficient boundary of S 

at a unique point. 

Proof: From the proof of lemma 3 we know that S = u(Z+(e» is compact 

and that d = u(w) belongs to S and is strictly dominated by some 

other point t of S This in turn Unplies that for all i, 

v. (S, d) :<! t. > u. (U) 
1. 1. 1. 

The conclusion follows from an argument 
. 

similar to the one appearing in Chipman and Moore [3 ] . 

Q.E.D. 

Again, we want to allow for the case when U) is Pareto-efficient. 

So we call a generalized bargaining problem any pair (S, d) as defined 

in example (e), except for the requirements that S be convex and that d 

be strictly dominated by a point of S. We then define the generalized Raiffa-

Kalai-Smorodinsky solution rCo) by selecting d as the solution outcome if d 

. is Pareto-efficient. Finally, we define the Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky CC, 

that we denote R, by associating to each (e, U) satisfying the assumptions 

stated in lemma 4, the allocations in Z(e) whose image under u is the 

generalized Raiffa-Kalai Smorodinsky solution for the generalized bargaining 

problem + (u(Z (e»), u(U))). 

Proposition 9: Let n = 2. Assume that for i = 1,2, u, is (i) con-
1. 

* tinuous and (ii) strictly monotonic. Then B2R (e) is nonempty. 
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Proof: We follow the steps of the heuristic argument given in Proposition 8; 

(a) is identical to (a) of Proposition 8 with Proposition 9' 

replacing Proposition 8'; 

"'1<:,-" -----,'1 v (S, d) 
S =u (Z+ ( e ) ) . "-

"'" , r(S,d)=f(t) 
"""'. . 

d"'u(s(z(t») 
2 2 

t =u(z ) 

Figure 4 

(b) is identical to (b) of Proposition 8; 

(c) then the generalized RKS solution for the generalized 

bargaining problem + 
(u(Z (e», u(s(z(t»» is determined. 

Let f(t) denote this outcome; 

(d) is identical to (d) of Proposition 8. 

(g) G, the equal gains CC 

Next, we consider the solution associating with each generalized 

bargaining problem (S, d) as defined in example (f), the unique point 

g(S, d) where the utility gains from d are equalized across agents, and 

there is no point of S with the same property dominating d. Formally, 
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if t = g(5, d), then for all i, j, t. - d = t - d and there is 
L i j j 

no t 
, 

in 5 with t > t and for all i, j, t.'- d. = t'- d .. 
L L j J 

The 

next lemma gives conditions under which this operation yields Pareto-

efficient outcomes. 

Lemma 5: If for each i, u. is (i) continuous and (ii) strictly mono
L 

tonic, + g(u(Z (e», u(w» is Pareto-efficient. 

Proof: It is essentially the same as the proof of lemma 4. 

Finally, we define the equal gain CC, that we denote G, by 

associating to each (e, w) satisfying the assumptions stated in lemma 

5, the allocations in Z(e) whose image under u is the equal gain 

solution outcome for the generalized bargaining problem + (u(Z (e», u(w» 

. 
Proposition 10: Let n = 2. Assume that for i = 1, 2, u. is (i) con

L 

tinuous and (ii) strictly monotonic. Then * B2G (e) is nonempty. 

Proof: Again, we follow the steps of Proposition 8: 

(a) is identical to (a) of Proposition 8, with Proposition 10' 

replacing Proposition 8' ; 

1 1 
t =u (z '\ 

+ 5=u(Z (e» 
g (5, d) = f ( t ) 

,~ 

-'----~ t 2=u(z2) 

~----------------------------~~--~~ 

d=u (s (z ( t) ) ) 

Fi.gure 5 

(b) is identical to (b) of Proposition 8' l 

(c) then the equal gain solution outcome for the generalized 
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bargaining problem + (u(Z (e» u(s(z(t»» is de te rmined ; 

let f(t) denote this outcome; 

(d) is identical to (d) of Proposition 8. 

Q.E.D. 

(h) The Shapley value 

The Shapley value is a game-theoretic solution concept introduced 

by Shapley rZ6j and applied to the class ~ of transferable utility economies 

by S hap ley and Shub ik r 27J . 

Let (e, 00) be some element of e' A coalition r is a sub-

set of the n' agents. The worth w(e,oo;r) of the coalition f is the 

maximum welfare achievable by the agents in that coalition through redis-

tribution of the resources they control. Formally, let Z(e, 00; r) 

= f Z E (R x R'-' -1) I r I I ~ Z 
L + ~. 

iEf 1. 

of r. Then 

= t oo.} 
i Ef 1. 

where I rl denotes the cardinality 

w(e,oo;r) =max[I: (x.+v.(y.»I(x.,y.). rEZ(e, oo;f)}. 
iEr 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. I.E 

The contribution of agent i to coalition r that contains him is the 

difference of the worths of rand r\i. The value of agent i is a 

weighted average of his contributions to all the coalitions containing him. 

w. (e, 00) = t k (w (e, 00; r) - w(e, 00; r \ i» 
1. r3i f 

Finally, a value allocation for (e,oo) is an allocation such 

that the utility of each agent is equal to his value. The Shapley value 

CC, denoted V, associates to every (e, 00) 
- , in e , the set of value 

allocations for (e, 00) • 

Lemma 6 Assume that for each i, u. is (i) continuous and (ii)' con
I. 

cave. Then value allocations exist. 

Proof: Standard. 
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Proposition 11: Let n = 2. Assume that for i = 1,2, u, is 
~ 

* (i) continuous and' (ii) concave. Then B2v (e) is nonempty. 

f!.2£!: A heuristic argument is given here and illustrated in Figure 6 for 

the two-person case, with strictly convex preferences. 

(a) First, we observe that in a transferable utility economy, the 

\ 

1 " 
z (w) , 

(b) 

(c) 

distribution of the first commodity is irrelevant to the deter-

mination of the efficient distribution of the t - 1 last 

commodities. pee) is therefore a horizontal line. 

pee) 

" 

-- -- -- -

Figure 6 

Given some allocation w in Z (e) , one determines the 

extremities 1 z (w) and 2 z (w) of the core for (e, w) • 

The length of the segment 1 2 [z (W), z (w)] gives the "gains 

from trade" in terms of the first conmodity. Simple compu-

tations show that the unique value allocation for (e, w) 

is the middle of that segment. 

= s (z) Let z and z in Pee) be such that z 
1 

and 

= - s (~) s(z) s(~) z 
2 

. and belong to a same horizontal 

line to which will also belong s(z) for any z in Pee) . 
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Using the facts that indifference curves are horizontal 

translates of one another, and that the value ee splits 

the gains from trade equally among the agents, one can 

deduce that the transformation associating to each z' in 

[s (z), s (~) ] the value a llocation for (e, z') is linear, 

and that the images of s(z) and s(~) are z and z = 

The composition of this transformation with the linear trans-

formation s is consequently a linear transformation fram 

[z, ~J into itself, and z* = (z + ~)/2 is a fixed point. 

Q.E.D. 

Remark 5: Although it is true for some of the examples we examined (the 

Walrasian example is one of them), it need not be the case that an allocation 

in the image under ~ of the economy e in the initial position w where 

w =< ((l/n, ... , (l/n) , is in * B2 (e) (cf. the Nash example). 
~ 

* 3.3 Nonexistence of B2 - cp - acceptable allocations 

if ~ = N, R, G, V and n > 2 

Propositions 8, 9, 10 and 11 establish the existence of * B2 -

acceptable allocations associated with the Nash, Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky, 

equal gains and Shapley-value ee's, when the number of agents is equal to 

two. We now explain why existence is not guaranteed for n > 2 

We will heuristically illustrate the point with the Nash ee in the 

three-agent case; the argument would be the same for the other examples. 

I contains six elements and for 
3 

z in Zee) to be BZ* - ~ -

acceptable, it is necessary that its image in the utility space be a 

Nash solution for each of the six extended bargaining problems + (u(Z (e» , 

uh(z») . It is well-known that the Nash solution t of a bargaining 
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problem (S, d) is characterized by the property that S be supported at 

t by a hyperplane with a positive normal p satisfying 

(i) (}l' }2' }J=k(tl-dl , t 2 -d2 , t 3 -d3 ) for k>O 

If the boundary of u(P(e» is smooth, there is a unique sup-

porting hyperplane at any point in its relative interior, and the points 

d satisfying (i) belong to a segment. It is however unlikely that all 

the images of n(z) would ever be on that segment. 

The source of the difficulty is that when the number of agents 

increases, the number of conditions that an allocation has to satisfy in 

order to be B2* - acceptable grows very rapidly, to be precise as the 

number of permutations of order n; these conditions are already too 

numerous when n = 3 

One should note however that how strict each of these conditions 

is depends on how "large" the image under CO of (e, n(z» is. If 

epee, n(Z» is a large set, z will be more likely to belong to it and 

existence of B2* - cP - acceptable allocations will also be more likely. In 

that respect, it is therefore relevant to point out that under strict 

convexity of preferences, examples (e) through (h) generate unique ep 

optimal allocations. This may explain in part the negative results ob-

tained earlier. However, this cannot be the whole story as clearly 

indicated by the positive result derived for the Walrasian CC since 

there are large suLclasses of e for which Walrasian allocations are 

"few", and even unique. 

* The existence of B4 - ep - acceptable allocations can be proved on certain 

subclasses of e (W for any n, N, R, G, V for n = 2) and implies 

* existence of B3 - CO - acceptable on the same subclasses. The nonexistence of 

B3" - ep - acceptable (IP, C, T) * follows from the nonexistence of C3 - ep -
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acceptable allocations (see next section) and implies the nonexistence 

7< 
of B4 - (,0 - accep tab le a lloca t ions. The se resul ts are sutmna rized in 

Section 6. 

4. Weaker concepts of acceptability 

4-1. Pairwise comparisons 

In the previous section, we encountered several choice corre-

spondences with no B2* - acceptable allocations, and we attributed this 

result to the large number of conditions that an allocation has to satisfy 

to be * B2 - acceptable. In our first reformulation of the concept of 

acceptability, we specifically aim at reducing the number of these 

conditions by permitting only pairwise exchanges of initial bundles: given 

some initial allocation w, each individual successively swaps his initial 

bundle with every other agent; the remaining agents keeping theirs. The choice 

correspondence is then operated, and the agent compares the resulting 

a lloca tions to w. 

Given n 2 , the subset of n of permutations exchanging at 
n n 

most two terms, we obtain the following counterparts of Bl* and B2*. 

Definition Cl*: z in Z(e) is a Cl* -cp - acceptable allocation for e if 

there exists w in Z(e) s.t. 

~h En 2, z EQ)(e, rr(w» • 
n 

Definition C2*: z in Z (e) is a C2* -;Q - acceptable allocation for 

it is a * Cl - cp - acceptable alloca tion for e \vi th :.u = z . 

x * * "- "/: * C3 and C4 are obtained from Cl and C2 as B3 and B4 

* * obta ined from Bl and B2 

e if 

were 
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Note that in the two-person case, CI* and C2* coincide with 

BI* and B2* n n 2 
respectively, since 2 = 2 

One could say that an allocation is acceptable according to 

these definitions if no agent envies anybody else's initial position. 

We postpone the discussion of CI* to the next subsection, and 

concentrate here on C2*. 

-- Because C2* is weaker than B2*, the existence of * B2 - cp -

acceptable allocations when cp is W, C, IP, T, proved in Section 3 , 

~plies the existence of * C2 - cp - acceptable. 

The next example shows that C2* is a genuine weakening of B2*. 

Example: We consider the Walrasian CC. From Proposition 3, we know 

that B~ (e) .. Wee, ;,) . From the statements of definition B2* and C2* , 

we can conclude that cZ; (e) ::> B~ (e) ; we now establish that the inclusion 

may be strict. 

Figure 7 
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n Z 
This is a three-agent example. i J 3 contains three non-trivial ele-

ments. Aggregate endowment and preferences are chosen in such a way that 

Z = (zl' zz' z3) is Pareto-efficient, and be longs to Wee, n(z) ) for all 
,.,Z 

1i in J I 
3 One can indeed check that z is a Walrasian allocation for 

(e, z) , (e, (zl' z3' zZ» , (e, (z3 ' zz' 

associated with the equilibrium prices 

and P3' respectively. It follows that 

z ~ W (e, w) . 

zl» , (e, (zZ' 

Pl (or Pz or 

* z E C ZW (e) . 

zl' z3» 

PZ 

However, 

-- If ~ is either one of N, R, G, SV, che nonexistence results 

of the previous section persist whenever n > 2 . Instead of increasing 

like n! the number of conditions for acceptability increases like 

but this is still too much. 

The next lemma shows that most economies will have no C2*-

acceptable allocations relative to the Nash CC. 'The same reasoning 

would apply as well to the Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky, equal gains and 

Shapley-value CC' s 

Z n 

Proposition lZ: If ; = (o.in, ... , oin) is not Pareto-efficient for e, 

* and preferences are strictly convex, C2
N 

(e) is empty. 

Proof: It is illustrated in Figure 8 for three agents. Let 

t = u(z) E u(P(e» be given, and consider the element of 

n2 
3 tha t exchanges and 
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,/ -~"'" 
So:u(Z (e) 

Figure 8 

The image d of (z3' z2' zl) under u is in a plane parallel 

to the plane determined by the first and third axes. If d ¢ 

u(P(e», the extended Nash solution outcome for + (u(Z (e»,d) 

strictly dominates d, and is therefore not equal to t. For 

t to be in C~ (e) , it is therefore necessary that d be in 

u (P(e» By strict convexity of preferences, this implies that 

It could similarly be proved that and 

Z2 0: z3' from which it follows that zl· z2 = z3 = 0/3. How

ever it is excluded by hypothesis that w be in P(e). This 

contradiction proves the lemma for n" 3. The proof of the 

general case is identical. 
Q.E.D. 

4-2. Relaxing the constraints on the initial endowment 

We now turn to the odd-numbered definition Bl* and Cl* (already 

stated) which permit the free choice of w. 
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* * * * Since Bl and Cl are weaker than B2 and C2 any 

existence result for the latter definitions extends to the former. This 

is the case for VI, C, IP, T. 

However, the nonexistence results concerning * C2 - \{' - acceptable 

(and the refore B2* - \{' - accep table) alloca tions when \{' is N, R, G or SV 

turn to existence results if the weaker concept of acceptability is adopted. 

To show this, it suffices to choose OJ ... <O/n, ••• , o./n) as ip.itial 

a lloca tion, to prove that * Bl - \{' - acceptable (and therefore * Cl - \{' - acceptable) 

allocations exist. 

On the negative side, it should be noted that the weaker definitions 

Bl* and Cl* lead to some unpalatable results for some CC's and some 

configurations of preferences, as illustrated by the following example. 

Example 

This is a two-person, two-commodity example with cp as the core 

CC, and where there exists a Bl * - \{' - acceptable allocation allocating 

strictly more of all the commodities to one of the two agents. 

Pee) 

Figure 9 
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The core relative to w, C(e, w), is the curvilinear segment 
1 

Z 

The core rel-a tive to s (w), C (e, s(w)), is the curvilinear segment 

-1 -2 
Z , Z Their intersection contains an allocation z with the property 

-that z2 > zl . 

This phenomenon, which is also exhibited by the Pazner-Schmeidler 

concept of egalitarian - equivalence (see Appendix 2) can be avoided by 

operating ~ from w for any individually rational ~. On the other 

hand, note that if w moves in a northwesternly direction, the set of Bl* -

C - acceptable allocations widens and more and more allocations exhibit this 

unpleasant feature. 

* The nonexistence of C3 - ~ - accep tab Ie a lloca tions for IF, C, T (due 

to an essential lack of nonuniqueness of ~(e)), implies the nonexistence of 

* * * * C4 -, B3 - and B4 - co - acceptable allocations. The existence of C3 - w-

acceptable allocations follows from the existence of * C4 - W - acceptable 

allocations. * The existence of C3 - and (for n = 2) of * C4 - ~ - acceptable 

allocations for N, R, G, V follows from the existence of * B3 - and (for 

n = 2) of B4 * - CO - acceptable allocations. * The nonexistence of C4 - co -

acceptable allocations for N, R, G, V and n > 2 follows from the non

* existence of C2 - ~ - acceptable allocations. 

5. Averaging Operation 

5-1. Definitions 

In this section, we propose another reformulation of the equity 

concepts presented earlier, in the spirit of an argument developed in 

Thomson [29J, It is argued there that an agent should not really care 

about the way the othars have distributed among themselves the resources 

allocated to them, but only about what they consume on average; or that 

if an individual does care, his feelings in that respect should be disregarded. 
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An A - envy - free allocation (where A stands for average) is then defined 

as an allocation where no one would rather consume the average bundle 

consumed by everybody else. The informational efficiency of this definition 

(only n comparisons are necessary in order to verify that an allocation is 

A - envy-free versus the n(n - 1) comparisons required in order to check whether 

an allocation is envy free) is the analytic form taken by this requirement 

that agents not be "nosy." 

Instead of performing on the initial allocations the permutations 

described in the preceding sections, we will here follow the spirit of the 

above argument and subject the initial allocation to this averaging operation, 

before applying CP. Formally, we define: 

The averaging transformation a: Rtn _ RJ~n associates to every 

list z in RJ.,n a(z) = (al(z), ... , an(z» = (2: z./(n-l), .•. 
jli'l J . 

the list 

l: z./(n-l» 
j~l J 

Note that if z is feasible for e, so is a(z) since 

for all i , 

Definition A: 

a. (z) 
~ 

belongs to Z., and 
~ 

2: a.(z) = E[ L: z./(n-l)] = L z. = (2 • 
~ .J. . J ~ 

Jr~ 

z in Z(e) is A - e"nyy - free for e if 

Vi , z. > a . (z) 
~ i ~ 

The set of A - envy - free allocations for e is denoted A(e) 

now introduce the counterparts of definitions 

i: 

Bl-,lo and * B2 . 

~~e can 

Definition Dl* z in Z (e) is a Dl - cP - acceotable allocation for e 

if there exists 'lJ in Z(e) s.t. 

(a) z E :p (e, rl) 

(b) Z E :0 (e, a (rl)) 
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Definition D2i<: z in Z (e) is a Dii< - '-D - acceptable allocation for e 

if it is a Dl * - cp - acceptable allocation for e with ~ z. 

* * * * * * D3 and D4 are obtained from Dl and D2 as B3 and B4 were 

* * obtained from Bl and B2 

5-2. Applications 

In this subsection, we reexamine the examples presented in Sub-

section 3-2 and, for each of them propose conditions guaranteeing the existence 

* of D2 - acceptable allocations. All of the examples (except sometimes (d» 

select Pareto-optimal allocations, and have the property that if z e pee) , 

then z ecp(e, z) Therefore we will not explicitly check (a) in seven 

of our examples. (The proof for example (d) is straightforward.) 

First, we have the analogue of Propositions 1 and 2. 

Proposition 1 ': 

set of epee, w) 

If cp and cp 

then D2* , (e) 
cp 

are such that cp'(e, w) is always a sub

is a subset of D2* (e) 
cp 

Proof: It is too similar to the proof of Proposition to be worth 

spelling out. 

Proposition 2': Let I be the CC associating to each (e, w) the set 

of allocations in Z(e) that are individually-rational from w. Then 

* D2
I

(e) is the set of A-envy-free allocations, A(e). 

Proof: We have 

f7i z. :.:. z. rz el (z) 
1- 1 1-

Z e A (e) ~ t"lfi , • 
lzeI(a(Z» 

~ z ED2~(e) 
z. :.e i 

a. (z) 
1- 1-

Q.E.D 
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We now consider the examples. 

(a) W, the Walrasian CC 

Propos i tion 3 '. Le t W be the Walrasian CC. Then z E Z (e) belongs to 

* D2 W (e) if and only if z is a Walrasian allocation from the equal bundle 

a lloca tion ~= (Ojn, ..• , O/n) 

Note: In conjunction with Proposition 3, this implies * oJ. BZ W (e) = D2'W (e) • 

Proof: (i) It is closely patterned after the proof of Proposition 3. 

Le t Z E W(e,~) be given, and p be associated equilibrium 

prices. Then for all i , P z. ~ p rJn, which by addition yie lds 
1 

P I: z. :S p (I. Since z E Z(e) , r z. = 0 and therefore for all 
1 - 1 

i , p z. = p O/n 
1 

p a. (z) = p (lIn. 
1 

which in turn implies that for all 

In conjunction with the statement 

ifi, vz: e[z; eZ. ! p z; ~ pOl n} , 
1 1 1 1 

i , 

expressing that Z. 
1 

is maximal in agent i I s budge t se t, we 

obtain 

ifi , Vz : e [z ~ e Z. ! p z.' ~ p a. (z) 1 , z. ;::;. z: 
1111 1 - 111 

ThiS, along with I: z. = 0 implies that 
1 

(p, z) is a Walrasian 

equilibrium for (e, a (z», and consequently 
J, 

Z E D2~ (e) 

(ii) Conve rsely, le t z e DZ *W (e) b' Th e g 1 ve n. en r z. = ~l 
1 

and 

there exists prices p such that 

Vi , vz.' e [ Z ; E z. I p z 1; ~ p a. (z)} , z. :.:. z: 
111 1 111 

This implies tha t for all i, pz. ;§ pa.(z) 
1 1 

Adding these 

inequalities yields and since 

1:z. = [a.(z) by definition of the averaging operation a, 
1 1 

we conclude that for all i, P z. = P a. (z) . 
1 1 

Fixing i, and 

adding pz.i(n-l) 
1 

to both sides of this equality yields 
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I 2. 
2. 2j.. i,f- i J __ 1_ n -Ell. p 2. = P l2/n p z. + p = p " + p ~ p z. = n-l :; 1 1 1 1 

1 n- 1 n- n -

and therefore p a. (z) = p l2/n. 
1 

n- 1 

This derivation being true for all i, we finally obtain that: 

Vi , V Z; E f Z .' e Z. I p Z ~ :S p 0/ n} , 
1 . 1 1 1 -

z.:::.Z; 
1 1 1 

which in conjunction with !;z.=o 
1 

implies that z eW(e, ~ 

(b) IP, the CC selecting the set of individually

rational and Pareto-optimal allocations 

Propos i tion 4 ' : D2* (e) is the set of A - envy-free and Pareto-efficient 
IP 

allocations for e. 

Proof: Analogous to the proof of Proposition 4. 

Remark 1 ': Same as Remark 1 with 

(c) C, the core CC 

* D2 replacing * B2 

Proposition 5': Let C be the core CC, and assume that preferences are 

* locally non-satiated. Then D2C(e) is a superset of Wee, w) . 

Proof: Analogous to the proof of Proposition 5. 

* * Remark 2': Same as Remark 2 with D2 replacing B2 

Q.E.D. 

(d) T, the CC selecting the set of allocations obtained through 

t 

an envy-free trade Pareto-undominated by any other envy-free trade 

Pr:;lpcsi::ion 6': Assume that for all 

a superset of Wee, w) n Z (e) . 

i , U. 
1 

is continuous. 

Proof: I t follows from Proposi tion 1'. and leIIDIla 2. 

Then is 
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Remark 6: There is no equivalent of Proposition 7. 

We now discuss the examples (e) - (h) for which we had previous ly 

pr~ved the emptiness of the sets of * B2 - acceptable allocations when n > 2 

The definition proposed now turns all of these results from negative to positive. 

(e) N, the Nash CC 

Propos ition 8': Assume tha t for each i u. is (i) continuous, (ii) 
~ 

strictly monotonic, (iii) concave and (iv) ui represents strictly con-

vex preferences. Then * D2N (e) is nonemp ty . 

Proof: Here are the main steps of the proof: first, it is argued that 

u(P(e», the image in the utility space of the set of Pareto-optimal 

allocations is homeomorphic to a simplex. Then a function from 

u(P(e» into itself is defined as follows: to each t in u(P(e» is 

associated the unique allocation z whose image under u is t; 

z is subjected to the averaging operation a, the image under u of a(z) 

is determined and used as disagreement point in the computation 

of a Nash solution outcome. The function associating to t this Nash 

solution outcome is shown to be continuous and the Brouwer fixed 

point theorem is finally applied. 

Turning to a formal proof, we have: 

Under assumptions (i), (ii), (iii), the pair + (5, d):: (u(Z (e» 

u(w» is a well-defined extended bargaining problem for any ill in 

Z (e), and admits of an extended Nash solution outcome (see the 

paragraph preceding Proposition 8). 

Under assumptions (i) and (ii), there exists a homeomorphism between 

the (n - 1) - dimensional simplex 
0/ 

n-l 
S and u(P(e» (Chipman and 

Moore [3 J).- Let 'JI be such a homeomorphism .. 
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Under the additional assumption (iii) the restriction of -1 
u 

from u(P(e» into Pee) is a homeomorphism (Chipman and Moore [3 J) 

The function a Z(e) Z(e) is linear and therefore continuous. 

The function n: S - S defined by ned) = nCS, d) is continuous. 

To show this, let B: S - S be defined by B(d) = [u'ESlu' ~ d}. 

Compactness of Sand (ii) guarantee the continuity of B. The 

function g: S X S - R defined by g(u,d) =n(u. - d.) is continuous 
~ ~ 

and for each d, ned) is the maximizer of g in u when u varies 

in B(d). All the conditions are satisfied to apply the maximum 

theorem (Berge [2J, Debreu [sJ) stating that n is an upper semi-

continuous correspondence. In fact, n is a continuous function, by 

convexity of S, implied by (iii) (Chipman and Moore [3 J). 

Let now n-l n-l 
y : S - S be defined by 

-1 - -1 
V -'II .n.u.a.u .'11 , - • P • 

Y is a continuous function and by the Brouwer theorem (Debreu rsJ) , 

there exists s* 

* -1 * z = u • Vf (s' ) 
P 

in n-l 
S 

We have 

such that * * yes ) = s Let then 

* * * * z = n • u • a (z ), or z E ~(e, a (z » 

which proves the proposition. 

Q.E.D. 

Remark 7: This remark completes the proof of Proposition S, where assumption 

(iv) is not made, and n = 2 (if n = 2 , D2* is equivalent to * B2 ). Given 

t in u(P(e», the set L1 = [z EZ(e)lu(z) = t} is convex, and therefore 

connected, and its image under the continuous function ",-1 -
!' onouoa will 

also be connected. Since Sl is a segment, y(~-l(t» is a convex subset 

Upper semicontinuity of y still holds as the composition of 
-1 

u 
p 

which has this property, with 'f on the right and '!'. n 0 u • a on the left, 

which are both continuous functions (Berge [2J). An application of the Kakutani 

fixed point theorem yields the desi~ed result. 
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(f) R. the Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky CC 

Proposition 9 ~ Suppose tha t for each i, u. is (i) continuous, (ii) 
~ 

strictly monotonic, and u. 
~ 

(iii) represents strictly convex preferences. 

Then * D2R (e) is nonempty. 

Proof: First, we observe that under assumptions (i) and (ii), (S, d) = 
+ (u(Z (e» u«(l)) is a well-defined generalized bargaining problem 

for any (J) in Z(e), and admits of a generalized Raiffa-Kalai-

Smorodinsky solution (see paragraph preceding Proposition 9). 

The rest of the proof follows the logic of the preceding proof and 

the only step that differs is spelled out here. 

The function r: S ~ S defined by r (d) = r (S, d) is continuous. 

Given d in S, let vCS,d) be defined as in Section 3-2, example 

f , (i.e., by vies, d) = max [uilu eS, u ~ d}). v.CS,d) 
~ 

is more 

conveniently seen as the maximizer of the projection function 

p.:S X S ~R defined by p.(d,u) = u. over the set 
~ 1. ~ 

B(d) = [u'eBlu' ~ d} introduced in the previous proof. Since 

is continuous, and that B is a continuous correspondence, an appli-

cation of the maximum theorem (Berge [2], Debreu [8]) yields the neecled 

continuity of v as a function of d The segment connecting d 

to vCS, d) varies continuously with d and so does its intersect~on 

with the boundary of S. 

The proof concludes as for Proposition 8. 

Q.E.D. 

Remark 8: An argument identical to that presented in remark 7 following the 

proof of Proposition 8'permits us to conclude the proof of Proposition 9. 
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(g) G, the equal gains CC 

Propos i tion 10': Suppose tha t for each i u. is (i) continuous, (ii) 
~ 

strictly monotonic and u. 
~ 

(iii) represents strictly convex preferences. 

Then D2* (e) 
G 

is nonempty. 

Proof: Again, the proof follows that of Proposition 8'. The only step that 

differs is the proof of the continuity of the function g: S - S defined 

by g ( d ) = g (u (Z + (e», d) , i. e. , Vi, j, g.(d) - d. = g.(d) - d. and 
~ ~ J J 

1 u' E S with u' ~ g (d). This property is howeve r easy to ve rify. 

The proof concludes as for Proposition 8'. 

Remark 9: An argument identical to that presented in remark 7 following the 

proof of Proposition 8' permits us to conclude the proof of Proposition 10. 

Remark 10: In the case of transferable utilities, the equal gains CC 

coincides with the n-person Nash CC. 

Remark 11: Let W : S X S - S be a single-valued social welfare function continuous 

in both arguments. Reasoning similar to the one appearing in Propositions 8' 

guarantees the nonemptiness of DZ; (e) . 

(h) V, the Shapley-value CC 

Proposition 11': Let ~ be the class of economies e with transferable 

utility as defined in Section 1. Assume that for each 

tinuous, (ii) monotonic and (iii) concave. 

i, u. 
~ 

is (i) con-

is nonempty. 

~he pr!')of relies on the following theorem, where A is an (m, n) matri.x, 

~ an n-vec tor and p an m-vector. 

Theorem 1: (Gale [12J, p. 48). Exactly one of the following alternatives holds: 

Either the equation 11 Cl' = 0 has a semipositive solution, or 

the inequality eA > 0 has a solution. 
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Proof of the Proposition: It is organized in several steps. Given e as 

in the statement of Proposition 11', we show that pee) con-

tains a subse t MO homeomorphic to Rn (step 1) . We successively 

introduce the subset Ml of MO of A - envy-free allocations 

(step 2), the image M2 of Ml under the averaging operation a 

and the intersection M3 of MO with the image under V of M2 

We define the selection V' of V associating to each allocation 

th . 11 . . M such that V'(z) E rV(z)' e un~que a ocat~on ~n 0 t r 

(step 3). Finally we show that V'.a :M
l 

-M
3 

is linear (step 

4) and admits of a fixed point (step 5). 

Reminder: For any economy in e, for each i, there exis ts 

J,-l 
Vi : R+ - R such tha t u. (x., y.) = x. + v. (y. ) . 

~ 1 1 111 

Step 1: ,Given the linear separable form of the utilities, z in 

Z(e) is Pareto-efficient for e if and only if y maximizes 

[y'ER+U .. -Onl r:y. ~I:w. = (l }. 
1 1y -Y 

* Let y 

be a maximizer such that The existence of 

from (i) and (ii). 

* y follows 

Since the distribution of the first commodity among the 

agents is irrelevant for optimality, the set 

M [( )n ( t-l )n\ y = y*} 
O ~ z = Xl" y. . 1 E R x R + 2: x. = (2 , 

1 1= 1 K 

is a subset of P(e). 

Step 2: We now introduce the subset of MO of A - envy-free 

allocations for e. To that end, for each 

defined by: 

x. + v. (y~) = 
1 1 1 (

0 - y~) + y 1 
Vi n - 1 

i we let x. be 
1 

An a lloca tion z in MO is A - env:;- free if and only if for 

each i X. 
1 
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Let p be some efficiency prices supporting an efficient 

* allocation z' with y = Y For each i let z. be defined by 
~ 

p z. = p n/n 
~ 

and Clearly, z is a Walrasian allocation 

for (e,~). It is proved in Thomson [ J that z is A - envy-

free. Therefore there are allocations in MO that are A - envy-

-
free. It follows from this that t xi ~ ~, and consequently 

the set Ml defined below is nonempty: 

n ( },-l)n,. > 
M,=fz=(x"v.).,e"R';(R' l'if~,x =x.; 

.L '~ '~~=,I. + i 1 
y = y*} 

Step 3: Given each zeM
l

, let V.a(z) be the set of value-

allocations from 8 (z) . Le t z' E V • a (z) be given and for each 

" * i , let x. be defined by x.* + v. (y. ) = x.' + v. (y.') ; the list 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

" * n feasible (x. , Y i)' 1 is a a lloca tion for e it is also efficient; 
~ , ~= 

it is clearly in V. a (z). It follows that it is in MO' So let 

V' be the function associating to each allocation a(z) the unique 

value-allocation for (e, a(z» in MO 

Step 4: We now prove that the mapping V' 0 a : Ml -MO is linear. 

* For all z = (x, y) in M
l

, Y = Y • Consequently, for all 

* z'= (x', y') in a(M
l

) , y'=a(y ). Given z' in a(M
l

) , let 

w(e, z'; r) be the worth-of the coa li tion r in (e, z') . It is 

given by 

') r ( + ( » s t ~ :S ~ x' and :: Y l' ~ L Y 1~ '\ w(e, z ; r = maxt r Xi vi Y i •. L Xi - . L i 
ie! ie[ ler ief ief 

= L x ~ + max f )' v. (y.) s. t . 
i e! ~ 'i-ef 1 ~ 

r Y. 
i er' 1 

Given z 
, 

and z,., in a (M
l

) , Y' = Y '" 

~ j Y: 1 
ie! 

* = a (y ) and the 

maximum appearing in this last expression is the same. This implies 

tha t 

wee, z" r) - w (e, z' f) L 

ief 

" X. 
1 

!: 
ief 

, 
X. 

1 
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Moreover, since 

w . (e, z") = <:"' k [( " ~ t.. r we, z ; f) - w ( e, z " ; r)] 
pi 

r kr = 1, we conclude tha t 
S3i 

w. (e, z "') - w. (e, z ') = 
~ ~ 

r kr r r x'~ - Z x ~ -)' x~' + r x .' 1 
f3i - ~iEr ~ iEr ~ iE,\i ~ iEr\i~· 

= r k,... = 
T"3 i 1 

" x. 
~ 

, 
- x 

i 

This means that if the distribution of the first commodity among the 

agents varies, the value of each agent varies by exactly the same 

amount. 

Step 5: Next, we identify the vertices of M1 · 

Let be defined by 

{:~ 
= (x. , y~) for all j :/: i and 

J J 

= (0. - L x. , y:) 
x j:/:i J 

By construction, for all i , -i z = V'.a(zi) e MO Because the 

value is individually ra tional, for all i and for all j :/: i 
_i 

:: j aj(zi) which -i -z. , implies that x. ~ x. Since for any J J J 
z EP(e), r X

i = '"' we have ~~ x ' 

I-i + i i i 

( :~ / xl c \ / :~ + -1 

~ ~ \ 
71 

_i i 
I 

i i x = x = ~ - L x. - r = ~ x: 
<:"' i x + 11 . i '- -

j:/:i J j:/:i 1) .~ 
j:/:i 

-j I 

\ ':'i / 'x - gi i \ n, x + x + _i 
I n n n ~n 

where ::i ~ 0 for all i and j 
j 
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Given ex, an arbitrary point in the (n - 1) dimensional 

simplex n-l S ,let 
1 2 n 

Z (a) = ex
l 

Z + ex Z + ... + a Z It follows 
2 n 

from the definition of Ml ' that Z (0') E Ml . We now claim that 

... 
* n-l * Z (0'*) the re exists a E S such that Z (0' ) = V'.a(z(a"). 

* will be an element of D2
V

(e) 

By the linearity of V'. a, V'. a(z(~» = ~l V'. a(z1) 

+ ... + ' (n) exV .az . It is easy to check that the y components 
n 

of both vectors are equal for all 

to find a solution * n-l cr e S to : 

n-l 
a E S 

which can be equivalently written as 

Aex=O, 

Therefore, it remains 

where 1 n 
A = (1"1 , ••• , 1"1 ) • In view of Theorem 1, it is sufficient 

to prove that the inequality SA > 0, with 
n S E R , has no solution. 

Suppose, by way of contradiction, that it did, and let 8
j 

be the 

.th 0 
biggest of its coordinates. Multiplying 6 by the J

o 
column 

of A, we obtain 

(1) 61 
jo + ••• + 6j 

(-
jo jo 

> 0 £1 r: E j ) + ••• + FIn En .+. 0 J J o 
jo jo jo 

Since !1: 0 fo·r all j :1= j , have 6· e· for Ej 
we s. ~ 1: • 

0 J J J o J 

all j F j 0 ' 
so that the left-hand side of inequality (1) is 

smaller than 

jo jo 
6. <:1 + e. £;2 + ... + e. (- 2: 

J o J o J o j~j 
o 

+ •.• + o = 0 

which yields a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
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Remark 12: This existence proof actually provides a method of finding the 

* 02 -V-acceptable allocations. 

The existence or nonexistence of 01* -,03* - , D4"~ -co - acceptable 

allocations can be deduced from the logical relationship between these 

definitions as was done for the other sets of definitions. All the results 

are summarized in the next sec 4ion. 

6. Summary 

All the definitions developed in the text are reproduced here, their 

logical interrelations indicated and the existence or nonexistence results 

summarized in Tableau 2. 

is the class of permuta tions of order n. 

z E Z (e) is a BI - 91 - acce,etable allocation for e if there exists 

(j) E Z (e) s. t. 

(a) z E ep (e , w) 

(b) "lfrr En, "lfi , 3: z' E co (e, 11 ((j)) , z :.e . z 
, 

n 1. 

z E Z(e) is a B2 - ~ - acceEtable allocation for e if it is a 

Bl - ep - acceptable allocation for (j) = z 

In the next definitions, the permutations are restricted to exchange 
2 

only two terms. n is the subclass of:1 with this property: 
n n 

Cl z e Z(e) is a Cl -::0 - acceEtable allocation for e if there exists 

(j)eZ(e) S.t. 

(a) z E epee, (j) 

(b) 
--.2 

'fTT E,· , -ii, ~ z ' E ep (e, 7" ( (j)) J Z > . z' 
n -1. 

C2 Z E zee) is a ~ - acceEtable allocation for e if it is a 

Cl - ep - acceptable alloca tion for (j) = Z 
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In the next definitions, z is subjected to the averaging operation: 

a Rtn _ Rtn defined by a(z) = (L z./(n-l), ... , !: z./(n-l» 
j 7'01 J j7'n J 

Dl ZE Z(e) is a Dl - ep - acceptable allocation for e if there 

exists W E Zee) S.t. 

(a) z E epee, w) 

(b) Vi , 3: z ' E 'P (e, a ( w» , z :;e. z 
~ 

, 

D2 z E Z(e) is a D2 - ep - acceptable allocation for e if it is 

a Dl - ep - acceptable a Hoca tion for w = z 

Each of these definitions can in turn be strengthened by requiring 

that the conclusion be stated for all z and not just for some z' 

This yields 

B3 z E Z(e) is a B3 - cp - acceptable allocation for e if there 

exists w E Z(e) s.t. 

(a) z E epee, w) 

(b) "in Eli, Vi ,"liz' E'f'(e, new»~ 
n z :;e i Z 

B4 Z E Z(e) is a B4 - ep - acceptable allocation for e if it is 

a B3 - if - acceptable a lloca tion for w = Z • 

C3, C4 and D3, D4 are obtained from Cl, C2 and Dl, D2 respectively, 

as B3, B4 were obtained from Bl, B2. 

Each of the 12 definitions has the cammon structure schematically 

represented in Figure 10. 
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Given z in Z(e) , z is said to satisfy a condition of cp - accepta-

bility for e if 

statement 

quantifying 

the 

initial 

allocation 

statement 

des.cribing and 

quantifying the. 

operation(s) "op" 

performed on 

the 

initial allocation 

and yielding the . 

allocation(s) op(w) 

., for all i:o 

Figure 10 

statement 

quantifying 

the 

allocations 
, 

z 

in ~ (e , op (W) ) 

about which 

the final 

statement 

applies 

Final 

statement 

The first and last boxed segments may take ~o forms and the middle 

segment three forms. These choices, which can be made independently, are 

summarized in the following three-way tableau. 

For all z in 
~(e ~op (W)) 

If tJJ::o Z 

All permutations 

in n 
n 

All permutations 

.". in n 2 

n 

Figure 11 

The averaging 

operation a 
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Each of the six definitions on th~ front of Figure 11 can be 

strengthened by exchanging the position of the last boxed statement and 

of the statement quantifying i For instance Bl and B2 become 

Z E Z (e) is a Bl* - co - acceptable allocation for e if there 

exists weZ(e) s.t. 

(a) z e cp (e, w) 

(b) en n , 
, 

z ::a: • Z' V'iT :!z E cp(e, 'iT(w» s.t. Vi , 
~ 

B2* Z (e) is a * allocation for if it is a Z e B2 - ~ - acceEtable e 

Bl* - cp - acceptable allocation for e with w = z 

Cl* --' C2* and Dl* --' D2* are obtained from Cl, C2 and Dl, D2 respectively, 

as Bl*, B2* were obtained from Bl, B2. 

If cP selects Pareto-optimal outcomes and satisfies Property P (Section 

3-1) Bl* and B2* take the form: 

Bl* zeZ(e) isa Bl*-.p-acceptableallocationfor e if there 

* B2 

exists w e Z(e) s.t. 

Z E Z(e) 

V 'iT en 
n 

z ecp(e, ii(W» 

* is a B2 - ttl - acceptable allocation for e if it is a 

Bl * - cp - acceptable alloca tion for e with W = z 

Similarly, 

z e Z (e) * is a B3 - cp - acceptable alloca tion for e if there 

exists w e Z(e) S.t. 

'If ii en, c (e, z) = ttl (e, ii ( w) ) 
n 

B4* zEZ(e) isa B4*-co-acceptableallocationfor e ifitisa 

B3* - ttl - acceptable allocation for e with w = z 

.... 
C2* C3 7< C4* 

.... .... 
D3* D4* Cl" and Dl ~ D2" are then obtained from Cl, --' --' --' --' --' --' 

Bl*, B2*, 
.... .... 

C3, C4 and Dl, D2, D3, D4, the way B3", B4" were obtained 

Bl, B2, B3, B4. 

C2, 

from 
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The existence of cP - acceptable allocations according to each of 

these 18 definitions was then examined when cp was one of eight" possible 

examples. Fortunately, because of the logical connections between them 

no more than two or three had to be examined in depth for each cp. 

The results are summarized in Tableau 2, which should be read as 

follows: 

Each double row corresponds to a particular cp, indicated on the left 

along with a list of assumptions on (e, w) guaranteeing the existence 

of cp -" optimal outcomes. 

Each double row contains 12 cells in groups of four corresponding to the 

subdivisions of Figure 11. An existence result is denoted by E followed 

by a parenthesis containing any assumption used in its proof and not already 

listed on the extreme left. A nonexistence result is denoted E 

The logical implications between the various definitions are 

schematically represented above the tableau. An existence result for one 

cell extends to any other cell that can be reached by following arrows. A 

nonexistence result for one cell extends to any other cell from which the 

first cell can be reached by following arrows. 

The tableau contains the results for the starred definitions. The 

results for the unstarred definitions are obtained as follows: 

(i) Six columns are identical for the starred and unstarred 

definitions (second, fourth and sixth columns), since the corre

Sponding starred and unstarred definitions are then equivalent. 

(ii) Since the starred definitions imply the unstarred definitions, 

any existence result for a starred definition yields an" 

existence result for the corresponding unstarred definition. 
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(iii) The only remaining entries to consider are the non-

existence results stated in the bottom half of the 

first and third columns. They concern cp' s that, 

on very well-behaved environments, select unique outcomes. 

It is easily checked that the starred and unstarred 

definitions are equivalent for single-valued cp 's . 

Therefore, the results in the tableau extend directly. 

Key for Tableau 2 

W - Walrasian CC 

IP - CC selecting individually-rational and 

C 

T 

N 

R 

G 

V 

c 

m 

s • m 

ca 

vx 

s • vx 

uni 

pareto-optimal allocations 

- Core CC 

- CC selecting the allocations attainable through 

an envy-free trade undominated by any other 

envy-free trade 

- Nash CC 

- Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky CC 

- Equal-gains CC 

- Shapley-value CC 

* * * * * * 

- continuity of preferences 

- monotonicity of preferences 

- strong monotonicity of preferences 

- concavity of utility functions 

- convexity of preferences 

- strict convexity of preferences 

any assumption implying uniqueness of 

competitive equilibrium 
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SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS 

Dl*,----y· 
D2 
~* 

Bl* B3* Cl* C3* Dl* D3* 
W 

+ + ~ ~ • + 
(c, m, VX B2* B4* 

, 
iC2* I C4* I 

E E (uni) I 
D2* 

, 
D4* I 

E E(uni) 

~ t 
IP 

~ I ~ , + I 
(c) I t I ~ 

E(m, v x) 
I , 

E(m, vx) 

~ t 
C ~ I • i + I 

(C, VX) 
I f I + 
E 

I • E 

~ t 
T + i .\ I • I 

(c) I , I , I , 
E(m, vx) E (m, v x) 

N E E(s 'vx) E 
+ 

E (n = 2) , E (s· vx, n=2) (c,s'm,ca) 11 E (n"" 2) ! 

= I-- zen ,>2 E ( s • vx. n>2) E(s'vx) 

R . E E(s'vx) E 
t 

(c, s . m) 8(0=2).. ... E(3'VX, n=2) ~ 
-". ~ ~ (n >2) 

E (n = 2) I 

E (s 'V'A, n>2) E(s'vx) I 
G E E(s . vx) 

- E , 
(c, s . m) E (n - 2) ,. E(s·vx, n=2) II E (n = 2) I 

~ I- ~(n>2) E (s. VX, n>2) E(s'vx) 

V 
E S(s . vx) 

(c, ca) E (n = 2) E (s ·VX, n=2) 
II 

- ...... t(n>2) 

! 
E 

t I I E(n-2) I 

I E (s 'VX, n>2) E(s . vx) 

Tableau 2 
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Appendix 1 

We regroup here the concepts of equity which can be found in the 

current literature on the topic. In these definitions, e is an 

arbitrary element of e, and z an arbitrary feasible allocation 

for e. 

Definition: z is envy-free for e if 

'lfi , j z. ~. Z. 
1. 1. J 

This definition was first introduced by Foley [10]. It is extensively 

studied by Kolm [15J and Varian [30J. 

Defini tion: z is eSjalitarian eguivalent for e if 

3:z E Rt S.t. Vi z. _.z 
0 + 1. 1. 0 

This concept, due to Pazner and Schmeidler [20J, is generalized by Pazner 

[ lSJ under the name of fair-eguivalence, and studied by Crawford [5 J, [6 J. 

Definition: z is per capita envy-free for e if 

";fi, z. ~. 0./ n 
1. 1. 

This concept is introduced and discussed by Pazner r18J. 

Definition: z is c' - envy-free for e if 

ifr, VZ'ER+tlrl,[ 2: z:~ !fr'l r zl.'; z~ :a:. z. Vi Er],=Z.' _. z. 'Ji Er 
i ET" 1. n i e:f 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 

where I rl denotes the cardinality of the coalition T". 

Varian introduces this concept [30J in a form requiring 

efficiency and uses the term c'- fairness. Two other concepts of coalitional 

equity are proposed by Varian [30J and Gabszewicz [llJ. 

Definition: z is income-fair for e if 

(a) z is Pareto-efficient, with efficiency prices p 

(b) ifi, j pz. = pz. 
1. J 

This concept, suggested by Pazner and Schmeidler [208J is 

discussed by Varian [30J [32J and Pazner [18J. 
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Definition: z is opportunity-fair for e if 

(a) z is Pareto-efficient, with efficiency prices p 

(b) ~i, j ':fz '. if 
, 

:§ then p z. p z. , 
J J J 

z. >-. 
, 

z. 
~ ~ J 

Varian introduced and discussed this concept relating it 

to the concept of income-fairness (previous definition) [32] . 

Definition: z is A - envy-free for e if 

Vi, z. >-. a. (z) 
~ ~ ~ 

This concept, which is a weakening of Varian's concept of 

c' - envy-free is briefly discussed in Thomson [28J, and further studied 

in Thomson [29J. 

Definition: The ne t trade t is an envv-free ne t trade for e if 

.. + Rt + + ':f~, J, wi t j E + = Wi ti ~ i wi t j 

Schmeidler and Vind [24J introduced this concept under the 

name of fair net trade as well as a related concept of a stronglY fair net 

trade. 

Appendix 2 

The purpose of this appendix is to establish the following fact, a 

weaker version of which is used in Section 4-2. 

~: There exist economies admitting of Pareto-efficient and egalitarian-

equivalent allocations attributing to one agent an arbitrarily high pro-

portion of the aggregate endowment. 

Proof: It is provided by an example of a two-commodity, two-agent economy 

defined as follow Let ~ be the 45· line; agent I has right-

angle indifference curves with vertices on ~ and agent 2 has 

symmetric Cobb-Douglas indifference curves. The aggregate en-

dowment is a point of ~ . 



Set of Pareto
optimal and 
egalitarian- --'r--~ 
equivalent 
allocations 
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Figure 12 

From monotonicity and symmetry of preferences, it follows that a 

feasible allocation Z - (zl' z2) is Pareto-optimal if and only if 

zl' z2 e A and zl + z2 = O. Let E e R+ be given, zl (d = (E, £), 

z2(e) .. 0 - (E, E). For every 0 < E ~ ,,/2, Z(E) is egalitarian

equivalent since a rectangular hyperbola through Z2(E) with the 

axes as asymptotes will necessarily intersect a horizontal half line 

through Zl(E). The lemma is proved by choosing E arbitrarily close 

to zero. This example reveals a certain form of inequality permitted 

by the concept. 

Remark: This example also reveals that the set of Pareto-optimal and 

. egalitarian-equivalent allocations is not closed. To see this, observe that 

Z(O) is not egalitarian-equivalent, although it is the limit of z(e;) as 

c - 0, where each z(e;) is egalitarian-equivalent. 

Appendix 3 

In the proof of Proposition 11, we saw that for two-person economies, 

the image under Voa of AP(e) is precisely AP(e) .. We prove here that 

this is not the case if n > 2, a fact which explains why the proof of 
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Proposition 11' concerning the existence of D2"< - V - acceptable allocations 

does not more closely resemble the equivalent proof for the Nash, RKS 

and Equal Gains ee's. 

-Lemma: There are economies e in e admitting of Pareto-efficient and 

A -envy-free allocations z such that no Shapley-value-allocation for 

(e, a(z» is A - envy-free for e. Formally, 

z eAP(e) ~ Vee, a(z» n AP(e) '" ~. 

Proof: It is in the form of a two-commodity, three-agent example 

illustrated in Figure 13. 

Fi.gure 13 

First, we recall that transferable utility economies have the 

property that the preference map of each agent can be obtained by 

translation of one sample indifference curve parallel to the 

money axis. In Figure 13, agents 1 and 2 have identical pre-

ferences represented by the heavy lines, and agent 3 has pre-

ferences represented by the broke n line. ~ is the center of 
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gravity of the triangle zl' z2' z3' For each i, 

the middle of the side of that triangle facing z; 

Pareto-optimal. 

a. (z) is 
~ 

z is 

Let us now compute the value allocations of (e, a(z» 

In order to determine the "va l ue"of agent i, one ranks the agents 

in all possible ways and for each of these orderings, one computes 

the difference of the "worths" of the coalitions composed of (a) 

all the agents preceding i plus i and (b) all the agents 

preceding i. The computations are summarized in the tableau, 

and can be easily understood by noting that gains from trade arise 

only when either agent 1 or agent 2 is matched with agent 3, and 

that the grand coalition can achieve nothing beyond that. c 

denotes the horizontal distance between 8
1 

(z) and a
2

(z) It 

is also the distance between and and 

(this follows from similarity of triangles), and between z4 and 

Zs (these points are introduced to facilitate the computations). 

The total gains from trade are 3c. 

Net Contribution of Each Agent to the 
Coalition Preceding Him in the Ordering 

Ordering Weights Agent 1 Agent 2 Agent 3 

1 2 3 1/6 0 0 3c 

1 3 2 1/6 0 0 3c 

2 1 3 1/6 0 0 3e 

2 3 1 1/6 0 0 3e 

3 1 2 1/6 3c 0 0 

3 2 1 1/6 0 3e 0 

"Values" e/2 e/2 2e 

Tableau 3 
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Agent 2 starts at a
2 

(z) . His va lue is c/2. Thi s means tha t 

he should move to the right by c/2. This is not enough to bring 

him up to a bundle which is A - envy-free for him, since no 

bundle below his indifference curve through 0/3 has this property. 

Remark: The example could be slightly perturbed to guarantee uniqueness of 

optimal allocations. 

Appendix 4 

Other Definitions of Equity for Choice Correspondences 

In Appendix 1, we presented the various equity criteria that have 

been proposed in the literature. Observe that the concept of a fair net 

crade defined and studied by Schmeidler and Vind [24J, a concept which 

does not evaluate allocations but changes in allocations, is the counter-

part for trades of the criterion of an envy-free allocation for allocations 

discussed earlier. We argue here that an equity criterion for trades can 

be associated i~ a natural way to everyone of the equity criteria for 

allocations given in Appendix 1. Each of these definitions is now taken 

in turn. 

Definition: t in R.tn is an envy- free net trade for (e, w) if 

(a) !: ti = 0 

(b) :ri , j , it is not the case that w. + t. >. W. + t. 
1. J 1. 1. 1. 

Definition: t in RJ~n is an egalitarian-equivalent net trade for ~e I illl if 

(a) rt.=O 
1. 

(b) . RJJ 3: t l.n s. t. 
o 

'fi w. + t. ; w. + t 
1. 1. ~ 1. 0 
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Definition: t in Rtn is a per capita envy-free net trade for (e , w) if 

(a) 

Definition: 

(a) 

t t. = 0 
1 

This simply means that t should be a Pareto-improving 

ne t trade. 

t in Rtn is a c' - envy-free net trade for (e, w) 

! t. = 0 
1 

if 

(b) ;ri, "it' E ;ri E T"' , U). + t.';;:; . w. + t .1 
1 1 1 1 1 

= '\fier, W
1
' + t: _. w. + t. 

1 1 1 1 

Definition: t in Rtn is an income-fair net trade for (e, w) if 

(a) w+ t is' Pareto-efficient , with efficiency prices p 

(b) Vi , j, pt. = pt. 
1 J 

Definition: t in Rtn is an opportunity-fair net trade for (e , w) if 

(a) w+ t is Pareto-efficient, with efficiep.cy prices p 

(b) '\fi , j , vt;, if p t; ~ P tj' it is not the case that 

w. + t. ~. Ul. + t ~ 
1 1 1 1 J 

Definition: t~ in Rtn is an A - envy-free net trade for (e, w) if 

(b) Vi , it is not the case that Ul.+a.(t) >. Ul.+t. 
1 1 111 

Finally, all of the even-numbered definitions proposed in the paper 

give rise to corresponding concepts of ep - acceptability for net trades. 

Definition: 62 * t in Rtn is a * 82 - acceptable ne t trade for (e, w) 

(a) w+ t E epee, w+ t) 

(b) Vir En w+ t e (D(e, w + net»~ 
n ' 

Other definitions would be obtained in a similar manner. 

if 
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Footnotes 

1. It is in fact what Debreu C 8J calls a private ownership exchange 

economy. We refrain from using this term here because of its 

implicit acceptance of each individual's claim to his component of 

the endowment vector. 

2. A summation sign L with no explicit bound represents a summation 

over all the agents. To exclude agent i from a sunmation, we use 

the symbol " 2: " The statements "wi" and "3: . " are to be read 
j#i 

1. 

"for all i in [1, ... , n}" and "the re exists i in p, ... , 

3. Because preferences are assumed to be "selfish," the preference 

relation :::: i defined on Z. 
1. 

o induces a pzoeference re la tion' >-. 
1. 

on Z =fl Z in the usual way'. 
i i 

o 
z>-. z'=z.";::;.z: 

1. 1. 1. 1. 

To simplify the notation we will use the same symbol >- i and 

write indifferently 
, 

z ";::;. z or 
1. 

z. >-. z1." 
1. 1. 

n} 

4 A precise definition of the Nash CC is given in Section 3-2, example (e). 

5. By hypothesis, there exists z EZ(er such that u(z) ~ u(w). W.L.O.G., 

Then zl ~ O. W.L.O.G. assume that 

By (i) applied to u
l

' for ~ small enough, 

- s (1, 0, ... , 0) is such that ul (z{) > u
l 
(wl)' For each i 'f 1 , 

let z: = zi + n=l (1, 0, ... , 0) . By (ii) applied n - 1 times, we 

have that for all i 'f 1 u. (z :) > u. (z. ) ; therefore u(z ') > u(w) 
1. 1. 1. 1. 

Since Zz 
, 

= 2: z i = n, the claim is proved. i 
Q.E.D. 

6. A similar theorem is proved in Arrow and Hahn [1]. 
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